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TOOLS OF THE TRADE

It all adds up
Ethanol Shield is a preventive mainte-

nance fuel additive designed for every-

day use to combat biofuel-related prob-

lems. The synthetic fuel additive, which 

contains rubber and plastic condition-

ers, removes water, prevents ethanol 

phase separation, increases octane, 

stabilizes fuel and reduces emissions.

Ethanolshield.com or 616/916-6284
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A red dog with a big bark 
BigDog Mowers, Excel Industries’ new 

value product line of zero-turn mow-

ers, includes the R Series (pictured). 

Available in a 48- or 54-in. fabricated 

deck and a choice of Kohler V-Twin or 

Briggs & Stratton engines, the mower 

line features commercial-grade, Hydro 

Gear ZT 3100 transmissions that pro-

vide smooth operation and durability. 

Large 20-in. tires and 13-in. caster tires 

provide a smooth ride. The top speed 

is 7.1 mph. BigDogMowers.com or 

800/395-4757

Spread it out
The Sno-Pro Fast-Cast 2000 series tailgate 

spreader features a 5 cu. ft. / 350 lb. capacity, a 

spreading width of 4 to 40 ft. and variable speed 

control. It can be mounted easily on a Class III 

receiver hitch. The 12-volt DC direct drive motor mounted in a weather-tight enclo-

sure and a maximum torque transmission ensures less maintenance and superior 

material application. Made with a heavy-duty powder-coated steel frame and UV 

protected high-density polymer hopper, it’s ideal for light commercial applications. 

CurtisCab.com or 800/343-7676

Flip the switch
The new SureStart Low Voltage Dis-

connect (LVD) Switch 48513 electroni-

cally senses battery voltage and con-

serves starting power by disconnecting 

noncritical loads, prolonging battery 

life by preventing battery damage from 

excessive discharge. This compact (4.5-

in.) switch is designed for vehicles with 

ancillary on-board equipment, such as 

snowplows, hoists, pumps, floodlights, 

etc., as well as in-cab amenities such 

as air-conditioning.

ColeHersee.com or 617/268-2100

Let’s get it started
From lawn mowers to 

chain saws, the Xtreme 

Start spark plugs provide 

quicker consistent starts 

vs. the average plug. 

The new and improved 

antifoul design is engi-

neered with an iridium-

enhanced, platinum, 

0.6-mm fine-wire tip for 

longer life and sustained 

performance. 

Autolite.com or 800/890-2075

Heat cleaning
The new E-Series All-Electric line of pressure 

washers and steam cleaners provide instant and 

continuous heat without the hassle of preheating 

storage tanks or a volume of heat transfer fluid. 

Standard features include a NEMA 4 electrical en-

closure, stainless steel float tank, long-life heating 

elements and adjustable digital temperature con-

trol. A wide range of options and configurations are 

available in any voltage in 50 and 60 Hertz. Sioux.

com or 888/763-8833
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Landscape Design Software

that makes an impact!

Visit our website for a free demo or call 330.259.7661

AFTER

BEFORE

• High resolution photo-imaging

• Design to-scale site plans in B&W or color

• Extensive Plant and Hardscapes Library

• Compatible with over 30 different file types

• Runs on Windows XP and Vista

• ...and many more outstanding features
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Sit on these
The MSG75G/531 compact seat is equipped with low-pro-

file air suspension and has a seat index point of 9 in. and a 

suspension stroke of 3.1 inches. The MSG65/531 is available 

with mechanical suspension and quick weight adjustment. 

This model reaches a low seat index point of 8.1 inches. 

Both seats feature a high-quality, backrest angle adjustment 

function; a foldable backrest; and an integrated safety belt. 

The backrest, which can be set to any angle from -5 to 30 de-

grees, is tapered on the right to make it easier for the driver 

to twist around in the seat. Grammer.com or 715/377-0100

Just the way you want it
The ST 400 utility vehicle is available in an 

electric model with a 48-volt, DC-powered 

drivetrain that combines power and torque 

with enhanced energy efficiency and reduced 

environmental impact compared to traditional gas-powered 

vehicles. The vehicle features a total capacity of 1,000 lb. and 

a 9.6-cu.-ft. load bed with a carrying capacity of 550 lbs. It’s 

available with various options and accessories, including tow-

ing implements, work lights and a full cab, which allows it to be 

customized for various tasks and recreational activities. 

EZGo.com or 800/241-5855

Off to an easy start
Professional series engines provide enhanced power, easier 

starting, longer engine life and smoother and quieter operation 

amid the toughest mowing conditions. The ReadyStart starting 

system requires no choking or priming, and the larger rewind 

engages more quickly with less pull force. The commercial 

quality, dual-sealing air filter extends maintenance intervals and 

provides significantly more air flow compared to standard filters. 

The filter element is an oval, automotive-style cartridge that 

uses racetrack and radial interface seals to keep dust and dirt 

out. Full pressure lubrication provides cooler operation and lon-

ger engine life. BriggsandStratton.com or 414/259-5333

        Grind it up
Fecon offers its Bull Hog 

compact equipment 

mulcher for mid-size 

and smaller excavators. 

It features a fixed rotor 

system that allows users 

to grind material as wide as 

4 in. in diameter. It also features 

the HDT tooling system, which includes double and single car-

bide and stone and chipper tools. The unit offers a 36-in. cutting 

width and a maximum weight between 1,000 and 1,200 lbs. 

Targeted for excavators in the 7- to 12-metric-ton range with 17 

to 30 gpm of auxiliary flow, the mulcher also works on other 

applicable machinery, such as larger backhoes. Fecon.com or 

800/528-3113

Got protection?
Rhino Extreme lining is 

the newest addition to the 

Rhino retail product line. The 

two-component, rapid-cur-

ing, elastomeric pure poly-

urea lining system is offered 

in 2:1 and 1:1 formulations. 

Applied exclusively with 

high-pressure plural com-

ponent spray equipment, the lining offers industrial-strength 

protection, even during extreme weather conditions. 

RhinoLinings.com or 800/747-6966



Keeps Fertilizers Dry

Prevents Costly Spills

Water Proof

1 Year Warrenty

Fits Most Spreaders

�

�
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The Original 

SHOWER CAP
TM

A Must Have for Professional Lawn Spreaders

www.TurfProductsCo.com

440-930-7244
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Nice rack!
Backbone is a new line of premium 

aluminum truck racks. Fabricated from 

hand-polished aluminum, the racks 

feature sliding tie-downs and integrated 

lighting. They also have the ability to be 

customized and expanded.

GetBackbone.com or 800/984-9410

Torch ’em
The Mini Dragon propane torch kit is an 

easy and effective natural way to control 

weeds. The kit’s design is convenient, 

simple and lightweight. It features an 

adjustable flame, nonslip grip and dura-

ble construction. The 18,000 BTU torch 

kit comes assembled and uses dispos-

able propane cylinders. The pin-point 

flame is ideal for precise spot weeding.

Flameengineering.com or 800/255-2469

It’s such a bore
The Grundomat uses less air than other 

pneumatic piercing tools to provide a 

powerful, accurate bore. High air 

efficiency means smaller, more fuel-

efficient air compressors can be used 

to power the tool. Also, its trenchless 

nature is less disruptive and costly than 

open-cut methods. Seventeen models, 

from 1.75 in. to 7 in. in diameter, are 

available for horizontal boring distances 

from 50 ft. to 150 ft. 

TTTechnologies.com or 630/851-8200


